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President’s Message
I am old enough to admit that I
was a kid here in Southern
California in the 1960s. I also
remember that at 10am on the
last Friday of each month the
Civil Defense system used to
test their nuclear attack siren
warning system. The siren
system was a haunting thing,
loud and long and rather stress
inducing for this little kid.
What if the Russian’s actually
came one day?
Like many aspects of the Cold
War, Civil Defense Sirens
became part of our daily
lives.
“Stop, Drop and
Cover” really originated during the Cold War, and was
adopted later by the good people at the Cal Tech earthquake
offices. Typically placed atop
tall fire stations or attached to
30-foot steel poles, residents
would hear a loud blast from
the sirens; an experience many
still talk about today.
Thankfully, the sirens have

grown silent, and our world is
a bit more peaceful and connected. However, in some
ways our business world has
grown more disconnected,
isolated and impersonal.
Many of us now work from
home, no longer engaging in
the connection of daily life at
a common office. We shoot
off our fees for work to impersonal computer servers
that have commoditized a
certain part of our business.
People and relationships matter far less than they used to.
At last week’s Inland Empire
Market Trends seminar (very
well attended, thank you!) I
spoke with an old friend who
does work from home, and
only ventures into his employer’s office perhaps once a
year. Once a year! Now this
may be convenient, but it is
certainly not a connection on
a daily basis to either the appraisal community, or the
commercial real estate community at large.
However, all of us have a
very unique set of business
relationships and friendships
throughout the region.
Whether it be in banking,
insurance, right-of-way, litigation support, single family
valuation, or specialized investment properties, we are
all connected to the larger real
estate community in a wide
variety of ways. Some are
members of CCIM, some
active in IREM. Others regu-
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larly attend ULI meetings, Los
Angeles or Orange County Bar
meetings, or perhaps the local
Estate and Trust Officers
meetings. Some of our members are active in NAIOP, others in BOMA, and still others
in local Chambers of Commerce. Many of our members
and friends are active in other
business oriented charitable
activities, such as the Los Angeles Real Estate Council of
City of Hope, or business and
real estate alumni groups at
USC or UCLA. (cont.)
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President’s Message...Con’t.
Many of these groups have regular meetings, and are constantly on the lookout for qualified and knowledgeable speakers to discuss
the latest events in the business and financial service world. This is where our Chapter can help in connecting to the larger business
community of the region. We have developed a speakers panel – a group of experienced, engaging Chapter designees who are available to speak to your local professional group.
And so, with this in mind, I am putting out the call - in a Civil Defense Warning Kind of Way to all of you - Candidates, Members,
and friends of the Southern California Chapter of the AI – to let us know how you are connected to the wider world. Shoot a quick
email to either myself (steve@norrisadvisors.com) or Eric Garfield (eric.garfield@andersentax.com) and let us know if you are a
part of a group that would be interested in hearing the latest on developments both in commercial real estate in general and the valuation field in particular. We have retained a PR and marketing consultant who is hard at work helping us make connections. Join the
effort!
Having our Chapter connect with the wider business community is good business for us all. I look forward to hearing from you!

Moreno Valley’s Robert R. King Honored as
Appraisal Institute’s June
‘Volunteer of Distinction’

CHICAGO (June 3, 2015) – Robert R. King, SRA, of Moreno Valley, California, was recognized today as the Appraisal Institute’s June “Volunteer of Distinction” for Region VII.
The Appraisal Institute is the nation’s largest professional association of real estate appraisers; Region VII consists of Arizona,
Hawaii, southern California and southern Nevada. King is a member of the Southern California Chapter.
“Robert King is an outstanding representative of the Appraisal Institute,” said Appraisal Institute President M. Lance Coyle,
MAI, SRA. “We are fortunate to work with dedicated volunteers like Bob, who devote their time and energy to advancing the
real estate valuation profession in their communities.”
King serves on the Education Committee for the Southern California Chapter, and was its regional representative from 2012-14.
In 2014, he served on the chapter’s Nominating Committee and in 2013 was a member of the national Leadership Development
and Advisory Council.
King has taught numerous appraisal classes, advises designation candidates and mentors appraisal trainees. He received his
SRA designation in 2011.
He is the owner of Del Rey Appraisal Services in Moreno Valley. King received his bachelor’s degree in engineering at California Polytechnic University – Pomona, and his master’s degree in engineering management from West Coast University in Los
Angeles.
King volunteers for various charity-related events including those for Susan G. Komen, the Muscular Dystrophy Association
and the Riverside National Cemetery.
King and his wife, Diana, have been married for 24 years.
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Northwestern Branch
The Northwestern Branch represents and serves appraisers from West and North Los Angeles County and
Ventura and Santa Barbara Counties

K. Valeo Schultz, MAI-2015 SCCAI Northwestern Branch Chair

K. Valeo Schultz, MAI
Chair

Tupper W. Lienke, MAI
Vice Chair

Robert Jordan, MAI
1st Advisor

The Northwestern Branch of the Southern California Chapter
of the Appraisal Institute holds bi-monthly breakfast meetings
at the Spitfire Grill restaurant, 3300 Airport Avenue in Santa
Monica, near the Santa Monica Airport, at 7:30 AM, generally
on the third Thursday of the month. We invite you to meet with
us on these mornings to hear talks about real estate trends and
other important information concerning the appraisal of real
property in Southern California.
On July 16th, 2015, Thursday morning, at 7:30 AM, Jim
Brewer, Sales Executive with CoStar Group, will present an
informative talk on CoStar for Appraisers including updates on
how the new acquisitions of Apartments.com, Apartment
finder, and their new lease comps product will benefit the real

Loy Spears, MAI
2nd Advisor

J.P LoMonaco, MAI
3rd Advisor

estate industry and, in particular, the appraisal community.
We would also like to extend a heartfelt thank you to our May
presenter – Ernie Lopez, MAI, MBA, Chief Appraiser at East
West Bank – who gave a great presentation on the primary do’s
and don’ts of submitting appraisals to banks and how to handle
simple and complex bank assignments in the most effective way.
Our meetings are great opportunities to network with appraisers
and other real estate professionals. We invite you and your guests
to join us!
Please register for the meetings by responding the SCCAI e-mails
or www.sccai.org

Peter Crane (left) and Michael Ader
(right) received their designations
at the 18th Inland Empire Market
Trends Seminar from Chapter
President Steve Norris. (center)
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Southern Branch
The Southern Branch represents and serves appraisers from Orange County and Long Beach

Kory Felix, MAI - 2015 SCCAI Southern Branch Chair

Kory Felix, MAI
Chair

John Penner, MAI
Vice Chair

Ryan Neal Young, SRA
1st Advisor

There was an engaging crowd at the Southern Branch’s last
meeting in which Jonathan Lansner, columnist for the Orange County Register, spoke about the Orange County economy. Using his proprietary Big Orange Index, he illustrated
that the numerous factors that influence real estate values are
very encouraging for Orange County.

Michelle B. Rogers, SRA
2nd Advisor

Michael J. Tidwell, III, SRA
3rd Advisor

It was also interesting to get Mr. Lansner’s viewpoints on impacts
from interest rate changes, water and transportation issues in the
area, potential risks from extremely low cap rates for some commercial property types, and future projections for residential and
commercial real estate values. Thank you to Mr. Lansner for sharing his knowledge on this topic. We are planning to have a mixer
at a local watering hole for our next meeting. Details of the event
will be coming out soon. Hope you can make it to enjoy a casual
get-together with friends and colleagues!

Attendees at the Southern Branch Dinner Meeting
on June 3rd.
Michelle Rogers, SRA; Mr. Lansner and Kory Felix, MAI

Comprehensive Exam Review Seminars
In Las Vegas Nevada— Instructor Tom Kirby, MAI
For more information on these classes go to:
http://www.myappraisalinstitute.org/education/LasVegas.aspx
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Eastern Branch
The Eastern Branch represents and serves appraisers from East Los Angeles County (excluding Long Beach) and
Riverside and San Bernardino Counties

Jay Munoz, MAI, SRA, AI-GRS, AI-RRS - 2015 SCCAI Eastern Branch Chair

Jay Munoz, MAI, SRA,
AI-GRS, AI-RRS
Chair

Jennifer Hsu, MAI
Vice Chair

We are now half way through the year and election time is already upon us. As previously mentioned, if you are interested in
serving on a board or committee, please feel free to reach out to
any of the board members, and one will be more than happy to
point you in some direction. In the coming days, we will announce the Eastern Branch’s second meeting of the year, which
will primarily focus on fulfilling our required elections.
The Eastern Branch finally hosted its first luncheon meeting of
the year on April 21, 2015 at the Brookside Golf Club in the city
of Pasadena. The presenters, Charles Baker, SRA and Greg
Whittlesey, tag teamed the presentation, which was fairly well
attended, and thoroughly discuss Foreign investments in the San
Gabriel Valley, which focused on how capital inflows are shaping residential construction and transforming neighborhoods.
Also, recently completed in the Eastern Branch territory was the

Ernesto Lopez, MAI
1st Advisor

Alexander Liu
2nd Advisor

18th Annual Inland Empire Market Trends Seminar, which was
held at the DoubleTree in Ontario on June 4, 2015. As usual, this
event provided a ton of useful information to all those in attendance and was a great opportunity to earn education hours and
network with colleagues.
The Eastern Branch is anticipating hosting its third meeting of
the year during September. Although no dates have been established, the most likely venue will include a lunchtime speaker at
the Brookside Golf Club in Pasadena. The intended speaker is a
well-known partial acquisitions expert, who will provide excellent insight to the world of partial acquisitions and related topics. As with all of chapters meetings, this is a great opportunity
to meet others in the chapter as well as develop relationships
with other real estate professionals, so register early and come
prepared.

The Southern California Chapter's
Mason - Thornton Scholarship Program
The Mason - Thornton Scholarship Fund is a Trust Fund sponsored and managed by the Southern California Chapter of
the Appraisal Institute. The sole purpose of the Fund is the awarding of financial scholarships to Designated Members
and Candidates in good standing for courses presented by the Appraisal Institute leading to a professional designation in
the Appraisal Institute.
Application and Information
Classes eligible for scholarships are listed on the application.
Please call us at the Chapter Office if you have questions. (818) 957-5111
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Education Committee Report
By Beth Finestone, MAI , AI-GRS
2015 SCCAI Education Chair

We just held the Inland Empire Market Trends Seminar in Ontario and it was a resounding success, in no small part to Jennifer
Hafner who chaired this event and her committee members, Robert King, Jacinto Munoz, Christine Santolucito, Mike Ader,
Derrick Washington and Nancy Summers. The amount of effort that went into putting together such a great program must have
been enormous. Thank you all for your commitment to making this such an outstanding program.
I want to take this opportunity to remind everyone that our SCCAI Summer Conference is coming up. It will be held on July
14th in Cerritos. We have a number of great speakers and topics lined up. Registration is now available so please sign up as
soon as possible. Topics that will be covered include the following:
Airports, Marinas, Ground Leases and Possessory Interests
Movie Production Studios
Waters Rights – Legal and Valuation Issues
Hotels and Motels
Going Concern Valuation – When the Business and Real Estate Collide
Mobil Home Park Valuation
Cell Towers, Billboards and Signs
Other upcoming courses offered through August of this year include, Federal and California Statutory and Regulatory Law, 7
Hour USPAP, Business Practices and Ethics, 15 Hour USPAP, General Appraiser Income Approach Part 2, and Condemnation
Appraising Principles and Applications. If you need any of these courses please support your local chapter by enrolling in a
SCCAI course rather than one provided by another vendor.
We are currently in the process of preparing our education budget for calendar year 2016. If anyone has any requests for courses
they would like us to offer, or has any ideas for new seminars, please let me know or call Linda or Lianna at the chapter office.

NOW OPEN FOR REGISTRATION
SUMMER CONFERENCE
July 14, 2015
Sheraton Cerritos
Price includes : Continental Breakfast and Lunch
FREE PARKING
APPROVED: 7.5 Hours of AI Credit
PENDING APPROVAL 8 Hours of BREA Credit
Register HERE
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18th Annual Inland Empire Market
Trends Seminar
By Jennifer Hafner, MAI
2015 IEMTS Chair
We experienced another information filled day; networking event and SCCAI General Meeting at the Inland Empire Market
Trends Seminar, held this year on Thursday, June 4 th at the Doubletree Hotel in Ontario. SCCAI 2016 Officers were nominated
and elected during the General Meeting. We also honored two individuals who earned Appraisal Institute Designations, with
more than 120 valuation professionals in attendance. Market Trends committee member, Bob King, SRA, was awarded with the
prestigious Volunteer of Distinction Award.
Inland Empire real property market trend updates were heard from eleven speakers including: an Economic Update from Jeffery
Van Wagenen with the Riverside County Economic Development Agency; Brad Umansky of Progressive Real Estate Partners,
on Retail Market Overview; Paul Runkle from CBRE, on the Apartment Market; Brad Feighner of CBRE’s Hospitality division,
on the Hotel/Motel Market; James Breeze and Andrew Starnes with Cushman & Wakefield discussed the Industrial market;
David Mudge with Lee & Associates on Office Market Sales and Leasing; Dennis Handler of Metrostudy, on New Home Sales;
and our Keynote Lunch speaker was Bruce Norris of The Norris Group, on Residential Trends. We included a Roundtable on
the High Desert and Temecula/Murrieta Valley, which included Joe Brady of The Bradco Companies, on the Victor Valley/High
Desert market and Michael Strode with Lee & Associates for the Temecula/Murrieta Valley market.
Each of the speakers presented their own unique interpretation of what’s happening in their market. Overall, the speakers reported on an improving market in the Inland Empire economy. The speaker presentations will be available in pdf format and
posted on the Chapter’s website. We’ll look forward to seeing you again next year, for our 19 th Annual Inland Empire Market
Trends Seminar!

IEMTS Committee: L-R: Christine Santolucito; Bob King,
SRA; Michael Ader, MAI, SRA; Derrick Washington; Jennifer
Hafner, MAI; Jacinto Munoz, MAI, SRA, AI-GRS, AI-RRS;
Nancy Summers
Bob King, SRA receiving „Volunteer of Distinction‟ certificate from Steve Norris, MAI 2015 SCCAI President
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Appraisal Institute State Government Relations
Eric B. Garfield, MAI
Region VII GRC Representative

The year 2015 is a Tax Reform year and a year that US Presidential candidates will announce their intentions for the executive office. As
the Obama presidency nears its culmination, candidates from both major parties will share their perspectives on how to lead alongside a
Republican majority in congress. With bipartisanism in mind, the Appraisal Institute, its GRC and AI-PAC are working with congressional liaisons and lawmakers to ensure a bright future for real estate professionals as we head into the next presidency.
The following have been topics of discussion amongst the GRC during 2015:
Tax Reform
A. Coalition Letters on Real Estate Tax Policy
The Appraisal Institute has signed or contributed to letters co-sponsored by NAR, the CCIM Institute and a coalition of professional real estate organizations to advocate change in taxation policies which impact the transactional nature of real estate. In
one particular letter to the US Senate Finance Committee (Senators Hatch and Wyden dated 4/15/15), the coalition noted
concern over the following:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Capital Gains
1031 Exchanges
Carried Interest
In-bound Investment
Cost Recovery / Depreciation
Pass-Through Entities (REITS)

Each of the topics above has an impact on the amount of real estate transactions that can occur given the prevailing tax policy.
To the signatories, changes in this regard can enhance the prosperity of real estate transactions in 2015 and beyond.
B. Qualified Appraiser/Appraisal
Given the 2015 Tax Reform year, an opportunity exists to amend the “Qualified Appraiser / Appraisal” standard for tax reporting. At
present, for any non-cash charitable donation (including conservation and historic preservation easements) in excess of $5,000, a Qualified Appraisal must accompany a tax payer‟s request for donation write-off. According to U.S. Treasury regulations, a “Qualified Appraisal,” submitted by a “Qualified Appraiser” is required for such income tax transactions. It is the opinion of the GRC that the advancement of the “Qualified Appraiser/Appraisal” standard for all tax concerns (not only income but also estate) would result in improved security of the public trust with business execution by the most highly trained appraisers, in all aspects of tax. See Schwartz v. Commissioner for more information on Qualified Appraisers.
AI – Standards of Valuation Practice (“SVP”) and Code of Professional Ethics (“CPE”)
Legislation (AB 624) is currently pending in the California legislature to allow state certified appraisers to use alternate standards
of valuation practice when performing non-federally related appraisal work. As of May 27, the bill has passed the Assembly
and is currently pending in the Senate.
In a March 24, 2015 email to all California Designated Members, Candidates for Designation and Affiliates, Kurt Reitman, MAI,
Chair of the Appraisal Institute California Government Relations Committee (AIC-GRC) stated that “There are many appraisal standards in the world, including the International Valuation Standards (IVS), Canadian standards, Mexican standards, accounting
valuation standards, and others. California exists in a global economy and a growing number of our appraisal firms have a global reach. California's law impedes the ability of California appraisers to do work outside of the country or for a foreign entity, because clients demand compliance
with the standards applicable to them, rather than USPAP.”
More information will be forthcoming from the AIC-GRC regarding this important initiative.
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Appraisal Institute State Government Relations….Con’t.
U.S. Treasury Regulation 1.170A-13(c)(3)
According to Schwartz v. Commissioner (TC Memo 2008-117), “MAI is a designation awarded to qualifying members of the Appraisal Institute (the body that resulted from the merger of the American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers and the Society of Real Estate Appraisers). Within the real estate appraisal community
MAI is viewed as the highest regarded appraisal designation. See Estate of Auker v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo. 1998-185.”
On the issue of 79 Federal Register 68 (9 April 2014), pp 19521-19543

3.

AMCs

A. July 2014 joint letter between AI and ASFMRA in regard to “AMC Minimum Standards.” Letter notes the following position by
the signatories, “We strongly support the rules as proposed, as they are mostly consistent with what Congress intended when it
added Section 1124 to the Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act of 1989 (FIRREA) via the Dodd-Frank
Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010.” Some items suggested for the minimum standards enhancement include, state registration requirements, state reporting of information to the ASC, and AMC background investigations.
1)

4.

AMCs continue to be a subject of focus within GRC communications. The Final Rules were approved by the bank
regulatory agencies in April, 2015. States will now have three years in which to adopt new AMC laws or to amend
existing AMC laws in order to comply with the minimum federal requirements.

SBA / Going-Concern Issue
A. The GRC has contacted lawmakers in an effort to amend the poor, recent policy which precluded some real estate appraisers from determining goodwill for some Small Business Administration loans.
1)

In a May 4, 2015 letter, the SBA announced a “revision” in its policy on what appraisers may derive goodwill, with
the following comments;

Also in Chapter 4, SBA is updating the requirements for a business appraisal in the 7(a) loan program. First, SBA changed its terminology
from “business valuation” to “business appraisal” to align with the terminology used in the lending industry. Second, SBA is adding a
new accreditation to the list of qualified sources to perform a business appraisal: Accredited Business Certified Appraiser (ABCA)
accredited through the International Society of Business Analysts. Third, SBA is updating the business appraisal requirements for
change of ownership transactions involving a Special Purpose Property. If an applicant business operates from a Special Purpose Property
(for example, car washes, hotels, gas stations with or without a convenience store, golf courses, medical facilities or bowling alleys), the
going concern appraisal must be completed by a Certified General Real Property Appraiser with experience appraising the specific business/property type. Such appraisals must allocate separate values to the individual components of the transaction including land, building, equipment and intangible assets. Finally, the Certified General Appraiser must have completed no less than

four going concern appraisals of equivalent special use property as the property being appraised, within
the last 36 months, as identified in the qualifications portion of the Appraisal Report.

2)

5.

The GRC considers the classification of special purpose property appraisals as real estate appraisals to be completed
by certified real estate appraisers as a generally positive development, accomplishing a major policy goal of the Appraisal Institute. The AI will continue to work with the agency perfect the SOP in the long term. Note, that SBA
officials will be addressing the AI Connect meeting in Dallas to discuss the new SOP.

AI-PAC
A. From the AI Finance Department during the 1st Quarter of 2015 to GRC:
“It looks like the changes to 2015 dues invoices have achieved the Board‟s intent of increasing funding for AI PAC. A whopping $43,503 was donated to the PAC in December 2014, $27,953 of which can be used for campaign contributions vs
$15,550 for the PAC admin acct. That‟s a $25,895 or 147% more than the $17,608 received in December 2013!
Additionally, overall voluntary giving increased by about 10% despite 12% fewer individuals paying their dues/fees by
December 31st which suggests that the simplified invoice is steering more individuals to donate.”
B. The GRC appreciates the support by the Regions and reminds that influence upon lawmakers requires contribution and
participation by interested parties. The AI-PAC enables much of the activity shared herein. Please direct any questions or
concerns to your Regional GRC representative.
C. In 2015, AI GRC Representatives will have “Square” reader access and will be able to accept your donations via electronic transaction.

So whether a Clinton is welcomed back to Washington or the GOP pulls an elephant from its hat in 2016, your National GRC Committee will continue to meet once in person and many times by phone throughout the year, in an effort to advance our profession.
Your contributions to AI-PAC will continue to promote the interests of our membership and demonstrate the power of Appraisal Institute designation amongst the users of appraisals. The GRC welcomes feedback and suggestions from membership. For items of
national membership concern to those in Region VII, please contact Eric B. Garfield, MAI at (213) 593-2365 or ericgarfieldMAI@ccim.net.

LDAC 2015 REPORT
CHARLES BAKER, SRA

Bradford Thompson, Steve Henry and I had the privilege of representing the Southern California Chapter at LDAC this year
(Leadership Development and Advisory Council). And what a conference it was! Regardless how (or when) we arrived, it was all
smiles for the welcome session Wednesday morning. We met and mingled with members from across the country. New bonds
were formed and old friendships rekindled. Then it was down to business for presentations and updates from National officers and
board members.
I had the opportunity to meet Senator Feinstein, as well as her Legislative Assistant on banking matters, during the Senator’s
weekly breakfast meeting at Hart Senate office building.
Thursday morning was taken up with two rounds of discussion sessions. Appraisers are an opinionated bunch as evidenced by the
broad and engaging conversations between discussion leaders and attendees. There were a number of good suggestions raised and
debated and, no doubt, we’ll be hearing about them in the future.
Along with Brad, Steve and myself, the California team was comprised of Trevor Hubbard, Steve Parent, Melissa Downing, Bob
James, Michael Lockard and Michelle Sturveyant. Thursday afternoon each of us visited our respective House representatives.
Brad Thompson and I met with staffers at Judy Chu and Darrell Issa’s office. Steve met with a staffer at Dan Rohrabacher’s office.
The most pressing matter on the table this year was the current regulatory labyrinth that confronts appraisers on a daily basis. It
was our task to convey the need to include appraiser regulatory relief and consolidation in a series of upcoming Finance Committee hearings on the House side. Our visits were brief but professional. The staffers we met with were, by and large, well informed
on the issue and posed informed questions. As is often the case, staffers are more dialed into the issues than the representatives
themselves. In any event, with over 100 LDAC’ers descending on Capitol Hill, I believe our voice was heard.
We then visited the offices of Senator Feinstein and Boxer. As it happens, Ellen Freedman, the same staffer I met with the previous day at Senator Feinstein’s breakfast was on hand for our meeting. Concurrently, Steve and Brad were meeting with Jeff Merkowitz and Jackson Droney in Senator Boxer’s office.
Our issue before the Senate was the de minimis threshold. We urged caution on tinkering with it as the Senate takes up reforms of
Dodd-Frank. The current cost and availability of appraisal services should not be a deterrent to sound underwriting and banking
practices given our USPAP mandate to uphold the public trust, we argued. I believe we made a strong case. As we left Senator
Feinstein’s office I stopped to ask a woman waiting what she was there to discuss. “Legalized recreational use of cannabis”, she
replied. A typical day in the life of a California Senator.
Friday followed with more discussion sessions and a closing session. San Diego’s Trevor Hubbard was awarded best Discussion
Leader and, as a result, will serve as Vice-Chair of LDAC for 2016. Congratulations to Trevor on a job well-done.
As a first-year attendee, I had a thoroughly enjoyable and engaging time and appreciated the camaraderie of Steve, Brad and the
entire California team. More importantly, I believe our voice was heard on Capitol Hill.
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Meet Our Newly Designated Members
January 2015
Sangwoo Suk, MAI
Justin C. Giordani, MAI
Myung Cha, MAI
Joanne L. Bell, MAI, SRA
Barry J. Alperin, MAI, AI-GRS
February 2015
Peter S. Crane, MAI, AI-GRS
Michael Jay Ader, MAI, SRA
Jason S. Fischman, SRA
March 2015
Diane P. McKee, SRPA, SRA, AI-GRS
Gary J. Alexander, MAI, AI-GRS
Michele L. Kauffman, MAI
Robert Howlett, SRA
Scott E. Gardner, SRA
April 2015
Jay C. Fisher, MAI, AI-GRS
William E. Jones, MAI, AI-GRS
Keith A. Miller, MAI
Paul H. Ghaffari, SRA
Brian A. Bregman, MAI
Aaron Soave, MAI
May 2015
Ryan B. O'Neill, MAI, AI-GRS
Anthony J. D'Angelo, III, MAI
June 2015
Christopher M. Karlen, MAI
William L. Reinhart, MAI, AI-GRS
Steven R. Gragg, MAI, SRA, AI-GRS
Beth B. Finestone, MAI, AI-GRS
Steven M. Botts, MAI

The MAI designation is held by individuals who are experienced in the valuation and evaluation of commercial, industrial, residential and
other types of properties, and who advise clients on real estate investment decisions. To pursue MAI Designated membership, one must
be a general Candidate for Designation.
The SRA designation is held by individuals who are experienced in the analysis and valuation of residential real property. To pursue SRA
Designated membership, one must be a residential Candidate for Designation.
The AI-GRS designation is a new designation program aimed at providing professional general reviewers with the knowledge and skills
needed to satisfy issues related to due diligence and risk management often requested by their employers and clients.
The AI-RRS designation is a new designation program aimed at providing professional residential reviewers with the knowledge and skills
needed to satisfy issues related to due diligence and risk management often requested by their employers and clients.
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SCCAI 2015 EDUCATION CALENDAR
DATE(S)

COURSE / SEMINAR

LOCATION

June 24, 2015

7-Hour National USPAP Update Course

Woodland Hills, CA

July 10, 2015

Business Practices and Ethics

La Palma, CA

July 14, 2015

Summer Conference

Cerritos, C A

July 30-31, 2015

15-Hour National USPAP Course

Ontario, CA

August 18-21, 2015

General Appraiser Income Approach/Part 2

Costa Mesa, CA

Aug. 31 –Sep. 2, 2015

Condemnation Appraising: Principles & Applications

Ontario, CA

September 14-18, 2015

Advanced Market Analysis and Highest & Best Use

Ontario, CA

September 18, 2015

Federal and California Statutory and Regulatory Law Course

Costa Mesa, CA

September 21-25, 2015

Advanced Income Capitalization

Costa Mesa, CA

Comprehensive Exam and Certified General Exam Prep
Gary DeWeese, MAI, and an instructor for the Appraisal Institute, is offering a series of live webinars on the
three approaches to value on Friday and Saturday, February 20 - 21 and February 27 - 28, 2015. These challenging, fast-paced programs focus on the kinds of problems in both exams.
The cost is only $150 per day and the program is conveniently offered in a webinar format that will enable
attendees to work on multiple choice type problems, ask questions and examine solutions.
SPACE IS LIMITED – EARLY REGISTRATION STRONGLY RECOMMENDED
For more information about the webinars and to register go to www.garydeweese.com or contact Gary directly at garydeweese@comcast.net or 925-216-8751.
This offering was developed by Gary DeWeese and is not sponsored or endorsed by the Appraisal Institute

Online Education: Learn at your own pace anytime, anywhere.
Top-notch Appraisal Institute courses and seminars come straight to your desktop with online education!
Learn from any computer anywhere, whenever you have time. It‟s easy, convenient and a great way to get the
education you want. Check out the current course listing now!

Newsletter Editor
Linda Zimmer
Executive Director
Linda@sccai.org

Newsletter Contributor and Publisher
Lianna Ayala
Executive Assistant
Lianna@sccai.org

